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A BSTRA CT 

When a human body is illuininated by an 

electromagnetic wave, the backscattered wave is modulated 

by the periodical body (thoracic) movements due to 

heartbeat and breathing of the human target. With proper 

processing of this backscattered wave, it is possible to 

extract useful information for the heart and breathing signals 

that modulate it. The aim of this research project is the 

design and development of an X-band microwave life 

detection system for detecting humans trapped behind 

rubbles or obstacles. 

K ~ ~ M ” ~ . s  : microwaves, X-band, breathing signals, life 

detector. 

Introduction 

The a h  of this research project is the design and 

development of an X-band microwave life detec4or system 

for detecting humans trapped behind rubbles or obstacles. 

Greece as a country suffering from earthquakes, tries to 

confront this serious problem mainly by predicting the 

seismic phenomena.New technological innovations are 

widely used and predictive methods have been greatly 

improved. But, in the case of seismic disasters, the main 

task is to seek for alive persons burried in the rubble. Their 

immediate detection is of vital importance, since the search 

regions are directly defined and so the rescue time drops to a 

minimum value. The importance of this problem is shown 

also by the fact that in certain countries espacially trained 

dogs are used for this purpose. The use of high technology 
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worldwide for the detection and rescue of trapped persons 

has been very effective with extra sensitive systems for 

detection of clutter and temperature emitted by human 

bodies, but only in certain cases, e.g. when rubble is not 

very huge and dense or when the body temperature is 

capable of stimulating electronic sensors or when the 

human's body odors have not yet been covered. 

When a human body is iiluminated by an 

electromagnetic wave, the backscattered wave is modulated 

by the periodical body (thoracic) movements due to 

heartbeat add breathing of the human target [I],[?]. With 

proper processing of this backscattered wave, it is possible 

extract useful information for the heart and breathing signals 

that modulate it. 

Methods 

The detection systzm consists of three parts. The 

first part is the local oscillator with a GUM diode which 

produces a sinusoidal signal of 10 GHz , modulated by 

amplitude by the dc supply (8V). The second part is a 

Gunnplexer [3], a wavepide (suitable for 10 GHz 

frequency), Lvhich consists of a silicon point contact rmxer 

diode (1N23WG) and a circulator. These two pieces enable 

the Gunnpkxer.to detect the (weak) reflected signal, due to 

breathing (or heartbeat) coming from the human detected 

target. This is achieved with the aid of the third part, which 

- theoritically calculated and practically measured in an 

anechoic chamber). 

The block diagram of the developped device is 

shown in figure 1. 

Figrcre 1. dock  Diagrnnr of the device, 

Figure 1 illustrates the simplified circuit of the 

Gunnplexer using a three port circulator which is used for 

detecting the breathing and heart signals. The antenna is 

replaced by a load which offers a retlection coefficient 

rR(t). In general any three port network can be described 

is a pyramdoidal horn-antenna (with a gain equd to 22.5 db by, 
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and for the present system we have : 

a, = b ,  +r ,b ,  (2)  

aZ = rR ( t ) b ,  (3) 

a, = rDb, (4) 

where a; and bi are the incoming signal to and the outgoing 

signal from the ith port of the circulator, respectively. The 

microwave signal is connected to port 1 while the mixer 

diode is COMeCted to port 3 and the antenna to port 2. When 

the EM wave is radiated by the antenna, it hits thz different 

objects and the backscattered field is intercepted by the 

antenna and this signal works as an input to port 2. Also, ir 

can be assumed for generality, that the mixer diode gives 

rise to a reflection Coefficient of ‘D at port 3 and the source 

to a reflection coefficient of rG at port 1. Thus, equations 

(1)-(4) give three algebraic equations with three unknowns 

bl,b2. and b3 which can be solved w i l y  for known 

excitation bG. However, for the present work only b 3 / b ~  is 

of interest. Further, assuming that the three pbrt circulator 

is an ideal circulator, its scattering matrix may be found as: 

It can be simplified further assuming that the source 

is due to the vibration of the body, then the phase, 

the square of the magnitude of b3 /b ,  are found as, 

and 

1 (9) 
-pR -+r,(t)sin{O, +Aac,(t)} 

lb, /bG? =p: + [ t p , ( t ) f  +2p,~~,(f)ccs(A8r,( t )}  (10) 

e, =& 
PR mOR +@$(t)m{eR 

Adjusting such as P R = O ,  or the clutter is cancelled, 

equations (9) and (10) reduce to 

ej = -0, - A&(, ( t )  ( 1  1 )  

Ih; l h c i i Z  =[Aprr,(I)]’ (12) 

Thus, the hnctions are the following : emission of 

MW energy (la mW) from the GUM diode, which partially 

goes to the circulator, reception of the retlected signal (also 

10 GHz MW), modulated both by amplitude and by phase 

by the human movement (due to breathing), mixing of this 

with the transmitted signal at the mixer diode and finally 

acquisition of the base signal of the human thorax 

movements. 

The electronic unit of the device was constructed in order to 

have both a visual and an acoustic indication of  the detection 

of  the human target and consists o f  two parts : the supply 
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unit and the amplifier/comparator electronic circuit. To 

provide the required mobility, an auto-charging, 

autonomous power supply was constructed in order to get 

the required DC voltages(+lSV,-4.8V,8V). The 

amplifierlcomparator circuit consists of three Operational 

Amplifiers (OPAMPs) [4]. The Gunnpkxer’s output is 

amplified and fed to the adder/comparator circuit , where a 

variable dc voltage is added , which provides the required 

null output in case of non-detection. The third part is an 

inverting amplifier, which amplifies the , low4evctl , 

detected signal (0.1V) and drivtfs both the Leds and the 

Buzzer , providing both visual and acoustic signal whenelw 

a breathing body is detected. 

Results - Discussion 

The performed measurements cover all cases of 

detection of breathing signals, while the human subject is 

facing the antenna (body perpendicular to thz beam) at a 

distance of lm  from ths antenna (figure 2a), at a distance of 

2m from the antenna (figure 2b), at a distance of 1.5m from 

the antenna (with body parralel to the beam) (figure 2c), at a 

distance of l m  from the antenna -with the opposite side of 

the body facing the antenna- (figure 2d), at a distance of 

1.5111 from the antenna -lying on the ground with face up- 

(figure %), at a distance of 1.2m from the antenna, with 

face up -standing 20-30cm, behind a wooden door (3cm 

thich)- (figure 20. 

Conclusiom 

A portahle microwave detector was constructed 

Laboratory measurements were conducted by which permits the detectiGn of body movements due to 

breathing at a distance of 3 to 5 m (without any obstacle in 

between) and also at a distance of 2 m behind a concrete 

recording the detected signal (square wave) on a digital 

oscilloscope as a function of distance between human body 

and antenna and breathing frequency. Continuous obstacle (door or wall) of medium thickness. 

alternation between positive and nqative pulses corresponds The efficiency of the system can be raised by 

to alternate activation bf a green and yellow leads. increasing the transmitting power and implementing 

The duration of a normal breathing detection is appropriate digital signal processing techniques. At the 

present time further research work is conducted in order to considered to be equal to 2 sec (30 breathings/min) and 

varies - in this experiment - betusen 1 and 4 sec (60 to 15 improve the system’s efficiency and investigate other use of 

breathings/niin respectively) and for different physical the device such as monitoring patients in hospitals. 

organic situation (peaceful, resting man or  gasping or lying 

down or holding his breath etc.) IS]. 
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Figure 2a. Detection of breahing signals, while the hirfiian strbject is Figure 2c. Detection of breathing signals, while the httntan srtbjecr is 

facing the antenna (body perpendicttlar to rhe beavi) at a dislanre oJlnt focing the anrenna fbody pairalel to die beoni) nt a disrance oJl.Sm 

fioni the anrenna 

1.00 ' J / ~ I v  0.133 'J 538 ms/iiv -2.528 s 

._........ : .......... 4 ......... i ........_ .'. .......... ; _........ _........ ; .......... : ._........-......... 

Figure 26. Detection of breathing signals, while rhe htrnian subjecr is Figure 2d. Detection of breathing signals, while the hrtrnan sithject is 

facing the anfenna (body perpendicrtlar 10 the beani) at a disrance of b i  facing rhr antenna at a distance of l m ,  with rhe opposire side of the body 

fioni the antenna facing !he anfenna (rhe thorasic niovenie'nr is less evident in this cnse./r'ovi 

rhe back) 



Figure 2e. Derecrion of breathing signals, while rhe hitnian subject is 

facing rhe anrenna ai a disrance of1.5nt from the antenna, lying on rhe 

ground nirh face up 

. .  . .  . ....,...... ~ ..__..... 4 ......... G ......... A ........................................................... 
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antenna, with face irp 

Figure 2J Detection oJ brrathing signals Jrom a hitman srrbject sranding 

20-.?&n1, behind a wooden door ( k i n  rhick) at a distance of 1.2m from the 
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